Setting the scene: assessing food webs & Food webs as concept
How to understand this concept/approach food web assessment

How to deﬁne food webs?
•Could the development and agreement of a common working deﬁnition of food webs (or
the assessment of food webs) for HELCOM assessment purposes be valid?
•Could this help with deﬁning the work needed to develop an appropriate assessment of
food webs in the region?
•Could documenting this, support progress and planning of the work?

Needs of translation
of deﬁnition from
functioning (ecology)
of food webs to
management of
human activities
"language"

Do we want a working deﬁnition?
--> not really to avoid to limit our
scope
but we need to share the same
views on food webs, what is
included, aim of assessment etc.

"Food webs =
description of the
structure, function and
ﬂows of energy
between organisms in
the system."

Maybe broad deﬁnitions
(not only EU deﬁnitions)
would be easier for the
work in the Baltic Sea Area?
A list of possible deﬁnitions
to set up the frame would
be a step?

•A broad concept that covers as many food web ‘compartments’ as possible?
•A ‘chain’ approach?
•A key processes or key species approach?
•A key interactions (e.g. seal-ﬁsheries) approach?
•An ecosystem niche approach?
•Inclusion of all species?
•Inclusion of NIS? Impact of NIS?
•Inclusion of major drivers and processes?
•An assessment of balance and stability/robustness (e.g. to change)?
•An approach that enables positive action/protection?
•An approach that incorporates the dynamics of a feed web and its
complexity?

What do we want to do?
1) Investigate structure and
dynamics of foodwebs and
advance methods/approaches;
2) Develop and advance
indicators and set thresholds
(MSFD, etc.)
3) identify further data needs:
what is needed from other
HELCOM ENs /WGs ?

Customized
approach for
HELCOM that uses
elements/best
practices from
diﬀerent available
approaches

Assessment of food webs
= support to address management
objectives that may be deﬁned, such
as the transfer of primary
production to higher trophic levels
with limited loss!

EU MSFD: All elements of the
marine food webs, to the extent
that they are known, occur at
normal abundance and diversity
and levels capable of ensuring
the long-term abundance of the
species and the retention of their
full reproductive capacity

How should we
tackle/account for
fact that the existing
indicators have
diﬀerent temporal
and spatial scales?

BSAP 2007: Viable
populations of species
Targets: - By 2021 all
elements of the marine
food webs, to the extend
that they are known, occur
at natural and robust
abundance and diversity

NIS to
be
included

Functional groups / guilds
to see how they interact

There is
already work
done for this
regional sea
(cf. ICES)!

Quantiﬁcation to evaluate
the state of foodweds

A dual
approach

Use
functional
grouping of
species

Explanatory assessment
to explain the dynamics
of biodiversity
components

How to deﬁne state
of a foodweb? Can a
foodweb be "in
poor"status or is it
just diﬀerent
environmental
'states'?

Requirements
•What is suﬃcient (BSAP and MSFD)?
•What is required?
•Are the requirements of the MSFD and BSAP parallel/compatible (i.e. 1:1)?
•Are the policy assessments ‘ecologically sound’ and suﬃcient for the protection of the
Baltic Sea marine environment?
• Scale?

Possible alignment
with OSPAR work on
food webs (cf. QSR)
1

Align
with
MSFD D4

We need to deﬁne
the minimum
requirements, i.e.
the lowest common
denominators, and
use this as a
baseline

Do we know what is needed?
--> We need a "strategy" for
assessing food webs in D4.
Discussion with colleagues
working on D1, D2, etc.?

Why assessing foodwebs?
•How can management utilise and respond to the assessment made?
•Can it be linked to pressures or activities?
•Can it be linked to responses or measures that can improve the situation?
•How can the evaluation/assessment be interpreted (including by non-scientists)?
•Needs to be robust (or reﬂect a conﬁdence in the assessment).
•Even initial assessments and pointers may allow managers to take positive action if clearly
utilisable.

Using foodwebs
only for
assessment or
also to support
management?

Important topic for
resilience of
ecosystems towards
climate change

Reporting
needs

